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Questions About National Security Strategy In The Republic Of Armenia
Landlocked between Caspian and Black Seas and surrounded by major competitor powers Russia, Turkey and Iran, Armenia, has gained considerable success since its independence. As a state Armenia meets all three of Max Weber's criteria monopolizing the legitimate use of force within its territorial boundary and society. It keeps the strongest armed forces in Trans Caucasus, benefits from a strategic and military partnership with Russia, and has an amazing level of political and economic support from the United States 1 . Actually, Russia's military support and the Armenian-Americans' lobbying activity in the United States and Europe gives Armenia the advantage of continuing to control not only Nagorno Karabakh but also almost 20% of Azerbaijan's territory.
Yet, despite all of these accomplishments, Armenia cannot be yet recognized as a successful state. Armenia's irredentism was the main reason for its war with neighboring Azerbaijan and actually, it is difficult to imagine a set-up under which Armenia and Azerbaijan would have had good relations. The ambiguous idea, popular amongst Armenians, of a "Just Solution of the Armenian Issue" is the reason for mistrust between Armenia and Turkey, as well as source of worry to its neighboring Georgia.
Success in the war against Azerbaijan has driven the Armenian government to be very close to the position of a political prisoner of hardline nationalist forces domestically, which combined with heavy dependence on diaspora Armenians for monetary support has left the country very little space to maneuver or compromise. Domestic constraints limit Armenia's flexibility internationally, -restricting the country's ability to integrate into global and regional economic projects, and increasing dependence on military partners, since the military component of state power is becoming dominant. These factors may eventually disrupt Armenia's economy and exhaust its human and material recourses. Therefore, from the longterm national security perspective, costs and disadvantages of this policy seem to be much more disruptive and destructive than the benefits of its short-term success.
The questions below, in terms of costs and benefits, address Armenia's and its neighbors' main security concerns, as well as opportunities for political, military, and economic development of the Republic of Armenia.
Internal costs
The Another potentially destabilizing factor in bilateral relations between Armenia and Georgia is the periodic tension in Georgia's Javakhetia region, which is mainly populated by Armenians. 14 Armenian President Robert Kocharian said the Armenian minority in Georgia should serve as a "bridge of friendship" between the two nations, rather than divide them. Still, severe economic hardship in the region has motivated calls for greater autonomy from the Georgian government and the Georgian population considers this the first step in the direction of Javakhetia's separation from Georgia. The local population in Javakhetia also opposes the 
